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ABSTRACT

Popularity of the streaming media content such as videos can
be ascribed to the perceptual quality, to some extent, of the
content. The traditional methods of audio/video quality as-
sessment lack in provision of the input from higher cognitive
of the human perception. Some studies have revealed that lik-
ing or disliking of a certain content can bias the human judge-
ment towards video quality. In this paper, we have examined
the impact of the use of semantic quality indicators namely
audio content, audio quality, video content, and video quality
in the assessment of quality of a video. Further, we have pro-
posed a methodology to use these indicators for designing a
prediction model for the popularity of streaming videos.

Index Terms— Video Quality, Video Content, Semantic
Quality

1. INTRODUCTION

Video has become the major component of internet traffic and
it’s percentage of usage is expected to rise even higher in the
years to come [?]. One can access a variety of videos from
the internet through many multimedia service providers. The
popularity level of a certain video is a quantity of paramount
importance for a service provider. There are numerous fac-
tors that can have an impact on the popularity of multimedia
services. Such factors range from the external elements like
advertisement, discussions in the social media or the partic-
ipation of celebrities in the actual presented content as well
as the perceptual quality of the media. The impact of the
former type of factors such as advertisement, word of mouth
(WOM) and rumors has been discussed in [2]. The presented
model predicts popularity level of a particular movie with re-
lation to its daily blog posts. Moreover, there are some other
content-agnostic factors that are responsible for the popular-
ity of some streaming videos. Videos uploaded by users with
large networks, view count of the video and the online-age
of a video are such examples [3]. For the assessment of per-
ceptual quality of multimedia, subjective tests are performed.
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has standard-
ized documents that offer recommendations on the method-
ologies of subjective testing for audio and video quality as-
sessment. The subjective testing for audio and video quality
evaluation using these methods mainly focuses on perceptual

quality and these methods have no explicit mechanism to as-
sess the impact of content semantics towards user rating. In
some cases, for example, educational material streaming over
the web [4], the importance of the content becomes compa-
rable to the importance of the perceptual quality for the user
satisfaction. Thus, the subjective tests that accomplish qual-
ity assessment of multimedia signals only by focusing on the
quality scales may lack in having input from the higher or-
der cognitive processes of human perception. One of the hy-
potheses that explain the phenomenon of quality assessment
biased by the content is given in [5]. According to this the-
ory, critical evaluation of the degradations present in a video
gets undermined while the user’s attention is focused on the
storyline, plot and characters. The impact of the content on
the user perception in relation to video quality assessment as
described in [6] suggests a special subjective test in which the
desirability of the video content was investigated. In this sub-
jective test, a set of short length movie clips encoded at three
coding rates was presented to 40 people to have their opinion
on various aspects; including the content preference and the
visual quality. The obtained results clearly highlighted that
desirable content was rated significantly higher than the un-
desirable and neutral contents.

In this article, we wish to investigate another aspect of
the quality assessment that has been largely unexplored un-
til now. Our hypothesis is to formulate a solution to a para-
doxical problem in using human perception according to the
traditional subjective tests technique. According to our ob-
servation, when we use Mean Opinion Scores (MOS) in the
experiments where people are asked to judge video sequences
and the goal is to compare the visual quality, the implemen-
tation of MOS is a successful technique. Usually, we use this
technique to find the impact of features which can improve
the quality of a video. However, when the goal of such ex-
periments is to find the significance of videos and not to com-
pare them, the MOS is not useful. The question here is why
the MOS can only work when it is about comparison. This
seems to us as a paradoxical problem in using human percep-
tion. According to our hypothesis, the traditional usage of
MOS is as we make average of sum of differences. When we
(as human) compare tow videos, a signal (e.g., impulse) will
be trigged where its amplitude depends on the level of differ-
ences. An example of this idea can be seen when we see two
surfaces, the observed edge is our response. However, when
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Fig. 1: Extraction of semantic features using human comput-
ing (right) and mathematical modeling (left).

the MOS is not working, this is due to that average of sum of
an entity will just grow as an integral function.

Our approach is to use human computing for the extrac-
tion of semantics related features from a multimedia signal.
We combine the perceptual quality with the semantics from
content to explain the popularity of online video services.
Out of all the traffic on the Internet, YouTube is reported
to account for 20-35% as mentioned in [7]. Thus, YouTube
is arguably the most popular online video streaming service
in the world and we have performed our study using videos
available on YouTube. One contribution that deals with a
data-driven analysis of the popularity of videos on YouTube
and Daum is found in [8]. This analysis essentially deals
with studying the popularity by investigating the distribution
trends of the number of views. On a different dimension from
just considering the count of the views of a video, we believe
that a study based on the number of explicit Likes and Dis-
likes on a video is more relevant to probe popularity of online
multimedia content.

The rest of the paper is organized as described here. Sec-
tion 2 presents a description of the research targets of this
study. A description of the preparation of test set of videos
and the subjective experiments of quality assessment has been
provided in Section 3. Section 4 presents an analysis of the
obtained data and Section 4.4 presents the details of our pro-
posed method for the assessment of semantic quality indica-
tors.

2. RESEARCH TARGETS

Semantic features that can impart ceratin kinds of informa-
tion of the content in a multimedia signal can be extracted
and used for the estimation of the popularity. For example,
in the ScoreAHit model used for prediction of the popularity
of a song [9], a variety of features such as the song duration,
loudness, and danceability etc. are used. This popularity pre-
dictor has been trained using data of the hit songs from many
years in the past. Whereas the resulted model is claimed to
be correct in 60% of cases, it was also observed that the im-
pact of different features varies from year to year and hence
such model needs to be trained often for keeping it updated.
We propose a subjective method of extracting semantic qual-
ity features from a multimedia signals in general and videos

with audio tracks like YouTube videos in particular. We call
these features as the video Semantic Quality Indicators (SQI)
for a video. This human computing based extraction of the
semantics features related to quality can be taken as an alter-
native of the computer based extraction, as indicated in Fig.1.
Essentially, the goal is to generate a model that can build a
relationship between video semantic quality from user’s ex-
perience in a subjective test to the popularity index of online
videos. We define the relative popularity index (PI) as a ratio
measure based on the total number of likes and dislikes given
by the viewers. However, this ratio can become equal for two
videos with different number of view counts and hence to be
adjusted. The normalized value of view-count is used to ac-
count for the impact on popularity due to the number of views
of a video. It is computed as: vnorm = v/v, where v repre-
sents the number of views of each video and v represents the
maximum value of the number of views of all the videos in
the given set. Finally, the popularity index is formulated as:

PI =
x ∗ vnorm

x + y
(1)

Where, the number of likes, represented by x, refers to the
number of times a video has received thumbs up from the
viewers and the number of dislikes, represented by y, refers to
number of times a video has received thumbs down impres-
sion. The features (SQIs) considered as indicative of video
semantic quality, in this work are subjective assessment on
audio content, audio quality, video content, and video qual-
ity.

3. TEST METHODOLOGY

The test stimuli contains a variety of videos with audio tracks
included and have been downloaded from YouTube. A variety
in the content of test stimuli has been achieved by carefully
selecting the videos that belong to various categories [10]
including Education, Entertainment, and News & Reports.
From these categories, fifteen of the first fifty highly viewed
videos were selected and trimmed, to clips of less than one
minute duration, with care to keep the sanctity of the message
intact. Following are the YouTube video titles of the test data.

• Education: 1. Rand Pausch last lecture: Achieving
Your Childhood Dreams, 2. Sir Ken Robinson: Do
schools kill creativity?, 3. The girl who silenced the
world for 5 minutes, 4. Quantum Levitation, 5. RC/XD
in Real Life!!!

• Entertainment: 1. SIGNS, 2. The Black Hole, 3. Jeff
Dunham - Achmed the Dead Terrorist, 4. LEAVE
BRITNEY ALONE!, 5. T.I - Whatever You Like
SPOOF! (OBAMA- whatever I Like).

• News & Reports: 1. Leprechaun in Mobile, Alabama,
2. Clinton Kicks the Crap out of Fox News Part 2, 3.
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Fig. 2: Ranking distribution for a video in Setup-1 (overall
quality) and Setup-2 (Combined for the Four SQIs).
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ent Degree for 4 SQIs.
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(b) Correlation Between Gradient Ampli-
tudes in the Two Setups for 4 SQIs.

Fig. 3: Analysis of Gradient Methodology

Matt Damon Rips Sarah Palin, 4. Dear Mr. Obama, 5.
The Animal Odd Couple.

Our aim has been to use the videos that have already been pre-
sented to public view where we can determine the viewers re-
sponse as far as they are available online. One can associate it
with a crowdsourcing based experiment of video quality [11].
Thus, unlike the standard lab setup recommendations such as
BT.500 [12], we opted not to follow any standards for the dis-
play devices, room light, and the distance between the viewer
and the display monitor. This way, the viewers were free to
choose any setting they would be pleased with. Nonetheless,
the system used for displaying the videos was a high speed
processor based computer with high definition display. Most
of the subjects were students at the university and a special
care was taken to keep the ratio of males and female equal to

make a total of 31 subjects1. After briefing the subjects about
the evaluation process verbally and in written form, a training
session was conducted with dummy videos. The evaluation
process has been automated through computer software with
necessary buttons and accessories. The subjects were allowed
to ask questions to make sure that the process was correctly
understood. The test methodology adopted in this work con-
sists of two setups, each used in two sessions. Each setup has
the same set of videos but the subjective assessments were
carried out in two different ways. For first setup, the given
five videos of each three categories were shown in an orderly
fashion in the session one and then the fifteen videos were
mixed randomly in the session two. By orderly, it is meant
that videos were shown category wise one after the other and
viewers were asked to give quality scores from 1-5 for the
videos so that they can be arranged from top rated to the bot-
tom in terms of the given quality score. In the random pre-
sentation of the videos, the videos from each category were
mixed and viewers were asked again to give quality scores
from 1-15 for the whole set. Afterwards, scores of the videos
for each category were separated and arranged in the 1-5 or-
der. Following this way in both of the sessions, no two videos
within one category would have equal value of the score as the
purpose of the assessment has been to rank them in an order
of quality. In second setup the video presentation in the two
sessions was the same as first setup. However unlike the first
setup, viewers were asked to rank the videos in relation to
four separated subjective assessments on audio content, au-
dio quality, video content, and video quality. To assist with
recollecting thoughts about a video, the viewers could see a
representative image out of each video while ranking.

4. ANALYSIS OF THE OBTAINED DATA

This section deals with a description of the various aspects
of the results obtained in our experiments. First, we present
an overall view of the data to point out its validity that it can
used for further analysis as shown in Section 4.1. Secondly,
we observed an inconsistency from the subjects in ranking of
a particular video in the two sessions. We call this inconsis-
tency as gradient of ranking and it is discussed in Section 4.2.
We show in Section 4.3 that there is a significant difference
in the viewers ranking when the SQIs are used and the case
when these are not used. Finally, Section 4.4 presents the de-
tails on our proposed model for the prediction of popularity
index of videos.

4.1. Ranking Distribution

We estimated the probability density of the ranking values
from the two setups based on a normal kernel function [13],
the result is shown in Fig. 3. The figure shows that each rank-
ing distribution has a normal distribution character which in

1Thanks to Subba Reddy for his assistance in the subjective tests.



Table 1: Computation of gradient amplitudes for various de-
grees.

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 g1 g2 g3 g4
Session 1 5 4 5 5 3 3 1 0 0
Session 2 5 5 4 3 2

turn indicates that we have an acceptable dynamic range of
ranking values. Thus the number of subjects employed for
our experiments and number of videos was enough and the
obtained results can be used for further processing.

4.2. Gradient of Ranking

The subjects may rank a video differently in the two sessions
which indicates the subjects’ uncertainty of assessment. We
call this difference in the ranking as gradient. The first (g1),
second (g2), third (g3) and fourth (g4) gradient degree show
a difference of the ranking of one, two, three and four respec-
tively. The amplitude of a certain gradient degree for a video
is defined as the accumulation of occurrence of that certain
gradient degree from all subjects. For example, table 1 shows
these computations in a video assessment by five subjects. We
denote the subject numbering by P. The gradient amplitude of
g1 is three because there has been a difference of one in rank-
ing between two sessions for three times. Similarly, the rest
of the gradient amplitudes have been calculated. Following
this method, gradient amplitudes for all the video sequences
were computed for each of the SQIs using the rank values
given by 31 subjects. The probability distribution of the gra-
dients show the overall trend of the occurrence of the gradient
values for the four SQIs as shown in 3a. One general obser-
vation is the exponential fall-off characteristics in the level
of inconsistency with the increase of the degree of gradient.
The level of inconsistency in ranking taken as gradient degree
here is the key to comprehending the subjective behavior to-
wards the assessment procedure. We understand that when a
subject changes the rank value for a video between the two
sessions, it should not be considered as a by chance happen-
ing. A small value of gradient can, sometimes, occur because
a subject may not be able to recall the rank value given in the
session one. We argue that a big change in ranking should
occur only after a serious thought and it is not a by chance
happening.

4.3. Significance of Semantic Quality Indicators

By examining the results obtained in the two aforementioned
test-setups presented in previous sections, we get some indi-
cations towards the importance of the features that we em-
ployed to describe the semantic quality of a video. If we as-
sume a counter theory to our claims about the significance
of these quality indicators, the gradient amplitudes obtained
from the two setups should be be correlated. However, Fig. 3b

depicts that it is actually not the case. Gradient amplitude of
the overall quality has very low correlation with the gradients
of the considered features and the highest value of correlation
occurs in the case of video quality. Nonetheless, the higher
correlation in the case of video quality is just as one can ex-
pect though it is below 0.7 value and hence not significant.
These observations lead us to use the gradient methodology
as an indicative of popularity of YouTube videos.

5. POPULARITY INDEX MODEL

In the following, we propose a model that can relate the gradi-
ent of ranking with the popularity index of videos on YouTube
using a linear model. Following the same procedure as given
in table 1, the accumulated values for all videos have been
computed using the four semantic quality indicators. The ob-
tained data can be combined in a matrix form, similar to the
following:

X = {Xac, Xaq, Xvc, Xvq} (2)

The short form ’ac’ represents audio content, ’aq’ represents
audio quality, ’vc’ represents video content and ’vq’ repre-
sents video quality. Moreover, these Xxx are composed of
the four gradient amplitudes for each video.

Xxx = {g1, g2, g3, g4} (3)

Each of the gradient degree in equation 3 is a N × 1 vector of
values for N videos. Finally, the columns in the normalized
matrix for each SQI are summed separately (eachXxx is con-
verted to xxx) and we get a four column matrix for X . These
vectors can be normalized by using the maximum value of
gradient amplitude. The so obtained matrix contains four vec-
tors corresponding to each indicator, denoted by xxx. Based
on it, following is our proposed model of prediction of popu-
larity index, with β0, β1, β2, β3, β4 as constants of regression.

β0+β1×xac+β2×xaq +β3×xvc+β4×xvq = PI (4)

We tested the prediction model for linear fit using the avail-
able data as discussed before. The coefficients of the pro-
posed model are found to be: β0 = 0.027, β1 = −0.855,
β2 = 0.492, β3 = 1.24, β4 = −0.083. The value of the co-
efficient of determination (R-square) was found to be 0.509.
Moreover, it has been observed that a non-linear model such
as an artificial neural network with sigmoid functions in its
hidden layer offers acceptable level of prediction accuracy.
By using the test samples as 60% for training, 10% for valida-
tion and 30% for test, the correlation between predicted and
actual values was found to be 0.75. A support vector based
regression technique as used in [14] can also be used for our
proposed method. Based on the obtained results, we claim
that the performance of the proposed model would be robust
with the increase in the training samples. Our future interests
are to validate the proposed model using a larger set of test
data with more categories of videos.
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